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* *       t.uh.trlallMtloii i» o' daolli• importano. b tu« d«.lopin« oountri«, indu.tri»U.ati°n 
«. »h. —»io d.v.lop..n* proc...    Thl. i. tru. abov. al of th. 

„anient of nationa! industri., for th. production of - > -1' 
.. oth.r toois, K.n.ral-purpoe. chiner,,   and woodworking and   th.r 

wip..nt.     « ib. saae ti-.  th. production of spar, parte for th. repair 

Z Usance of the .acMnerv and eurent -pi*- in the various 
„»,«•+ v,«, organized.    The machinery brancheB of the national  economy must be orgamzea. 

iTf-turin« and ».tai-wor^ branches thu. eetabli.h.d caU    or th. 

•**«.»« of centrant production of individua! unit, and 

d".lop..nt of sp.ci.U^on in tbe paction of .onerai purpc... - 

„d W-hold.re,  ,hich in turn -a- nec.arv th. >^° ^°< •^ 
„d «,* and the org.nUatio„ of co-op.ratio„ between th. individual 

branches. 

If th. developing countri.. do not „a*, u.. of th. l.t..t «hi«-«-« 

i. .ci.no. and t«,hnol0gv which ar. avail.hl. to th. d.v.lop.d ccnintri.., 

LT.ÌU b. ur.aMe to accelerate their indu.triali*atio»,  and h.no   the 

lU.triana.tion gap o.t...n «. d.v.lop.d and th. developing countr . 
.<„„ „f t.chnoloKV  to th. dev.loping countne. i. «tu  «mu      The transmission oi  tacnnoiosy 

^C-ifr of pn.e intano, at  th. present .tag..    Th. devlopi». 

ZZZ    hould be enabied to -a. activ. u.. of th. fch^logv r.c.iv.d, 

• r:lr -ord. th. .hould b. ah!, to adapt it to local conditio», or 

»„.LP it to —t th.ir pr...nt and futur. n.«i.. 
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The solution of the problem of the transmission of technology to the 

developing countries lies not so much in the analysis of the reasons for 

the lack of technological information or of the means of acquiring it 

as in the finding of ways of establishing a scientific and technological 

infrastructure which will enable the developing countries to mobilize 

their resources and develop the ability to establish their own production, 

to work out and introduce producxion methods bas«d on the latest achievements 

of science and technology,  and to carry out the necessary scientific 

research. 

The United Nations»  efforts to promote industrial progress in the 

developing countries should be directed towards the creation in those 

countries of an infrastructure for the assimilation of technological 
achievements. 

In the developing countries,  institutes for applied scientific 

research and various types of laboratories and design offices for the 

individual industrial branches are a necessity.    A first organizational 

and directive step towards the establishment of such an infrastructure 

for the more rational harnesBing of forces and resources for the economic 

development of the developing countries could be the creation in those 

countries of scientific and technological centres which would take the 

lead in action for the well-planned development of particular branches 

of the national mechanical engineering industry in accordance with the 

present technological  level and with a view to accelerating the pace of 

industrialization.    Subsequently,  such scientific and technological centres 

could be divided into specialized institutes,   laboratories and design 

offices for particular industrial branches.    All this could be the long- 

term programme. 

The short-term programme should consist of the creation of scientific 

and technological centres to enable the developing countries very rapidly 

to adapt the technology transmitted to them so as to take account of the 

conditions and requirements in a particular country or group of countries. 

The combination of these long-term and short-term programmes will permit 

the developing countries to solve for themselves the problems regarding 

the establishment of industry and achieve genuine independence. 
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Th. recommendations prepared, which take into consideration the 

specific features of ea^h developing country, its level of industrial 

development, and its natural and economic conditions, provide for a 

comprehensive set of measures relating to organizational and technological 

assistance designed to enable developing countries to acquire more quickly 

the technological and economic skills needed to allow their own technical 

cadres to accelerate industrial progress by their efforts. The scientific 

and technological centres will be schools for the training of national 

cadres of engineers and workers capable of effectively directing 

technological progress in their particular developing country. 
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fhe countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America, which have 

followed the road of independent development are striving   for 

the organization and expansion of national industry. They establish 

enterprises both with their own efforts and   with the assistance 

of othor countries. 

The material and technical base in the state-owned sector of 

these countries    cannot be successfully developed without train- 

ing of    national skilled workers of corresponding specialities 

for the creation of their own national    mechanical engineering 

and machine tool industries as well as others, which are    key 

branches for the  development of the national economics. 

The countries of Asia (Afganistan,  Burma,  India,   Iraq,Iran, 

Yemen,  Cambodia,   the Lebanon,  Pakistan,   the Philippine), under 

some  differentiation,  increasa  capital investments for the deve- 

lopment of mechanical engineering, machine  tool industry (  India), 

metal-working,   oil-extracting industries and metallurgy as well 

as for the production of agricultural machinery,   spare parts and 

electric power equipment.  In these countries measures are taken 

for the creation of repair shops to keep working equipment in good 

conditions as well as for the  development of domestic branches of 

national production.  Such measures show the striving oí these 

countries to    obtain economic independence. 

The countries of Africa (Algeria,  Ivory Coast,  Ghana,  Guinea, 

the  Cameroons,   Congo, Mali,  Morocco,   the    United Arab Republic, 

the Sudan) outline the development of machine tool industry (U.A.H.), 

tube-rolling   production,  railway and motor   transport, as well 

as the production of cars,   tractors,  various agri cul turai machine- 

ry,  consumer goods (bicycles,  radio-sets and plastics). 
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They design the development of metallurgie production, ma- 

nufacture of spare parts for industrial equipment, textile and 

mining machinery as well as the development of housing construc- 

tion ( house-building plants) and other branches which are of vi- 

tal significance for the formation of national independence. 

Thus, these countries create the foundation of modern econo- 

mics, which requires further development and improvement. Profound 

contradictions between abundance of natural resources and extreme 

backwardness of productive forces exist in to-day's Africa. 

African countries mine 9CU of diamonds, realized by the ca- 

pitalist market, 81# of cobalt, b2/o  of platinum, 70y0  of gold, 

5Q£ of magnesium and chromium, }b;ô  of manganese, 32# of copper. 

Africa produces bbfo  of cocoa, bb%  of sisal, %% ef peanuta, 25% of 

coffee-beans and cotton. There are rich reserves of coal, oil 

and iron-ore. At the same time Africa gives only 2% of indus-  " 

trial output, produced by the capitalist world. 

The countries of Latin America (Argentine, Bolivia, Brazil, 

Venezuela, Colombia, Mexico, Peru, Uruguay, Chile, Ecuador) 

design the development of ferrous metal and machine tool indus- 

tries, electric power and heavy engineering industries, lifting, 

transport and road-building machinery, non-ferrous metal industry, 

motor-car and tractor industries and other branches of engineering 

production. In spite of the fact that the countries of Latin 

America go far ahead of Asi.m and African countries in their 

industrial development, nevertheless, the process of industriali- 

zation in these countries proceeds rather slowly. This process 

requires the rapid development of national mechanical engineering, 

metal-working and other branches, which assist in delivering from 

^fcJ¡»^JL:JiJk¿,r ujfSJÉË^  a.*-     .   -   • ._ '    ,    ..     -c .^gBa-q,».* . /•, .A .     J§¿^>   fe-, »-i..     F.   . 
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the influence of capitalist monopolies and provide these countries 

with equality of rights in the international economic relations. 

In the course of economic development the problem of indus- 

trialization in the developing countries is the  basic one.  The 

United Nations Organization    considers that the most important 

thing for these  countries is the development    of metal-working 

industry,   in particular,   the establishment of national branchée 

of machine-building and tool production,  the manufacture  of gene- 

ral purpose machinery, woodworking and other equipment,    necessary 

for the economics of these  countries.  The participation in the 

external market is also of great importance for the developing 

countries. 

Alongside  this,  the  developing countries of Asia,   Africa, 

Latin America are to solve  the problem of spare parts production 

for repairing and keeping in good condition    machines and equip- 

ment,  employed in various branches of national economics. 

Branches of machine  tool and    metalworking industries to be 

created will require the  organization of the  centralized    pro - 

duction of separate units in specialized shops and plants.  They 

will also demand for the development of specialization in the pro- 

duction of universal tools and fixing pieces  (bolts,  nuts,   screws 

and other parts) that,  in its turn,  will cause the necessity to 

produce metal,   castings,   forgings as well as to organize the coo- 

peration of separate branches and exchange of information on eco- 

nomic and technical problems. 

Without use of modern scientific and technical achievemsntst 

obtained by the developed countries,    the developing countries 

cannot carry out the speeded up industrialization and it means 

that a gap in industrialization    between -che developed and devs- 
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loping countries will be increasing. 

Therefore at present    the problem of transferring technology 

to the developing countries is of great importance.  The developing 

countries must have a possibility to make an active use of the 

received    technology,   i.e.   to change it in accordance with the 

local conditions or to develop it meeting the needs of the coun- 

try    both at present time and in future. 

The settlement of the problem of transfering technology to 

the developing countries consists not only in the  analysis of 

reasons for the lack of information on technology or means to 

purchase it, but also in the analysis of possibilities to create 

a scientific and technological infrastructure,  which would allow 

the developing countries to r^bilize  their resources and    develop 

the production of their own output.    This infrastructure would 

also allow to work out and introduce methods of production,  based 

on. modern scientific and technical achievements as well as to 

carry out necessary scientific research work. 

Efforts of the United Nations Organización,  concerning the 

industrial development in the developing countries,   should be 

aimed at the creation of the infrastructure for introducing tech- 

nological achievements in these  countries. 

The developing countries should have research institutes for 

applied sciences, various laboratories and design offices on va- 

rious branche,- of industry. 

The establishment of scientific engineering centres in the 

developing countries could be an organizing and directing principle 

in creating such infrastructure with    a view of the most rational 

concentration of    forces and means for the development of the 
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economics in these countries. 

The scientific engineering centres should be initiators in 

purposeful formation of various branches of national mechanical 

engineering production,  which corresponds to the present standard 

of technical progress and speeds up the industrialization in thes« 

countries. 

Subsequently,  such scientific engineering centres could be 

devided into special institutes of various branches of industry, 

laboratories and design offices. This may be a long-term program. 

A short-terra program within the next few years should include 

the establishment of the  scientific engineering centres,  mentioned 

above,  and the  training of technical specialists on a national 

wide scale. 

Such centres will  allow the developing countries to adapt the 

received technology with regard for    the conditions and requirements 

of a country or a group of countries,  practically within the next 

few   years. 

The combination of long-term and short-term programs will 

allow the developing countries to solve by themselves the problems 

of industrial construction and to obtain the genuine    independence. 

Recommendations prepared with regard for specific peculiarities 

of each developing country,   its standard of industrial development 

as well as its formed natural and economic conditions    envisage a 

complex of measures which could render an essential organizing and 

technical assistance  to the  developing countries in rapid acquiring 

of technical and economic habits of speeding up the progress of 

industrialization by the efforts of their own national specialists. 

Scientific engineering centres are a school of training national 

engineers and skilled workers, capable of directing properly thi 
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— fctolcü progrès. !, ^ ¿.„^^ countpiM-        . 

According to the standard of th.   H»„ , 

«peering and metaling ^ ^ " °",Ml'"1 

^ *. ^vided into 3 grou J 8try "" deV6l0PlaS °~» 

ÍO» first group covers those countries that h*v ,. stries that have machine-bull- 

i-t» e,  sépante county of UUa ^ * 

"•xico) and of Asia (India). * 

The second group covers such counts..      .. 

« Bering is at the initial ^ J" "^   M°'1"i- 

— -   Africa (the „.ted Arah d^T " ^ ^ 

The third group covers countries wher* mechanical enein.    • 
>. if Hc    ^ '"«vueuixcej. engineering, 
« it i,, does not exist,  at the best there are »h„      , 

Sported machines, for instane      • •PSlrine 

Sudan). e' " ^" (I«»> -d *» ««e. (th. 

Specific features of each country    it, „t      , 

conditions and   its stanH «,    . "* 8°0I10miC 

ken into Ìn"UStrlal d8TOl°P•" —t be ta- 
*•» into account in recommendations on th» H      , 
•iwinee•,,      ., the de«lopment of mechanical 

Zl "0tal~TOriaa8 industry in th° -^ — 
.1« a    e 1        lnaa8 the atraCUlM °f «-*»««..  caued to 

rxng,  and the mam problems which th««« « 
it i« «» organizations should solve 
It i« necessary to establish one    and th« . 
••„v, e same Serrai approach to •ach group of countries,   taking ^ broach to g°»   waiting into account in *.v. 
tion« th«  *••** amount m these recommend«- 
«on. the different    standard of industria! development. 

JlCommendatinn«  ^r fhn  ri||¡L 

groups of nn»ntr1nj! 

—-1--1 peering and »etai-.or.in« indu.tr,, «» tp^laf 
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and   growth of national high-qualified mechanical engineers in the 

first two groups is to create for this all the necessary condition» 

and    find the most rational form of using these  specialists. 

Due to the small number of engineers and other technical 

workers of corresponding specialities in the developing countries 

it is advisable to concentrate  the most qualified of them as well 

as of those who graduate  from higher and secondary technical 

schools in the united scientific engineering centres of various 

branches of industry. Each of these centres should be  a head orga- 

nization in technical development of a corresponding branch of nt- 

chanical engineering and metal- workiat    industry. 

Scientific Engineering Centre's Tasks 

Judging from the standard of the economic développant of tha 

country the scientific engineering centre of the  given branch of 

industry should play the  leading role in determining a technical 

policy for th« development of  the given branch of mechanical engi- 

neering.     It should also project    long-term plans of  the develop- 

ment of the given branch,   coordinated with plans of    industriali- 

zation of the country,   and work out proposals on the  specialization 

of enterprises. 

The  scientific engineering centre should be  an organization 

on mastering the technique of the given branch as well as    on 

rendering assistance in the proper exploitation of new machines, 

both imported and produced by national enterprises.     The training 

of national specialists,   familiar with new techniques of foreign 

and national production must be one of the  tasks of the scientific 

engineering centre. 

The scientific engineering centre should carry on the corras- 
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ponding research work, male« up the designing and technical docu- 

mentation for new and modernized machine« to be mastered at the 

enterprises of the country.  The staff of the scientific engineer- 

ing centre  should take an active part in the  mastering of new 

technique.  One  of the important  tasks of the  scientific engineer- 

ing centre  is  the working out  of state standards on   workplaces 

and their    elements. This must be based on the use of the standard« 

recommended by International Standards Organisations,  and standards 

of industrially developed countries,  which the  development of me- 

chanical engineering of the  given country follows.  The scientific 

engineering centre should methodically direct a complex of measures 

on repairing the corresponding stock of working machines in the 

country. 

The scientific engineering centre submits to the corresponding 

ministry or state planning organization and is in constant business- 

like contact with enterprises and organisations of the correspond- 

ing branch of industry. 

The activity of the scientific engineering centre is finanosd 

at the expensa of the state budget and partially at the expense 

of works,  fulfilled according to economic agreements with the in- 

dustry. 

Taking into consideration the    lack of expérience and insuf- 

ficient training of national engineers and working personnel,  it 

is more advisable during the  first period to aim the activity of 

the scientific engineering centre at the settlement of the most 

urgent problems which correspond to the given stage of the indu- 

strial development of the country,,  bringing forward mora complica- 

ted problems in the course of furtaar development of the branch, 
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qpalitatire growth and improvement of specialists'  skill. 

To make  the work of the acientific engineering centra MOM 

•ffieient it should have at its disposal an experimental bas« with 

the necessary complete set of basic  and auxiliary  technological 

equipment to produce modela of designed machines and raeehanisme. 

The acientific and engineering ceutre chould have  a demonst^a- 

tion ball with modela of new machines both imported and produced 

la the country to make thorough study and teat of these machines 

possible. 

The scientific engineering centre  ahould have at  its disposai 

s technical library,  research laboratories, photographing and co- 

pying equipment etc. 

Myflfl f traft« .91 UW icjfaUfU tl 
fiantrs far MChifti Ï991 Preflife&ai 

Sus to comprehensive nomenclature of machines and equipment 

which are necessary for the ueeda of the national economica of the 

developing countries,   it is advisable,   when establishing a scien- 

tific engineering centre,  to take   into consideration  the  service 

of similar branches and the activity of such centre    within    the 

limits of the given specialization,   for instance,   the production 

of me tal-cutting,   woodworking and forging machinery,   metallurgie, 

transport and electric power equipment!   the production of motor 

and tractor equipment, the manufacture  of textile,   shoe,   and poli- 

graphic machinery etc. 

For the developing countries of Asia (India) and Latin Ameri- 

ca the following model structure of a scientific anginas ring oeatre 

may be re comme ade dì 

The machine tool design offlos should consist of 8 groups, 

including c;0 to 60 parsons. 
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f) tetlfB engineers of lath«., turret-screw, multi-tool, turaiaf 

»•chines,  automatic and    semiautomatic - 10 perso««. 

2) Staigli engineers of milling,  planing and    slotting machiner- 

ie persons; 

I) Design engineers of grinding and finishing machines - 5 perioai, 

#) Design engineers of gear working machines - 5 persona; 

5) Design engineers of drilling and boring machines - 5 persons, 

6) Bngineers dealing with the   types of machines,   unification and 

•penalization of all groups of machine-tools - 5 to 7 persons; 

7) lagineers dealing with the  calculations of machines - 5 person*! 

S) Copyists of all groups of machines - 10 persons. 

Tb» duties of each group may be characterized as follows. 

Tim design office works out    the technical documentation and 

to*wings of machines, being imported or introduced into the coun- 

try,  makes an examination of design,  takes part  in establishing 

types of machine  tools and introducing new models,  produced in the 

country,  and studies the  experience on the    exploitation of machins 

tools in industry.  This office works out    drawings for special ma- 

chines on the basis of available designs. 

Ths design office  should have a machine tool  laboratory whers 

it may be possible to carry on research and test of machines and 

their mechanisms as well as to improve the designs of machines 

•ad their elements. 

1. Chisf 

2. 

1 IfrlttOtm» and SQuipmat of 

msssm 
-1 
• 1 
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3. Research engineer 

4. Ingineer 

5. Technician 

6. Machine operator 

7* Mechanician 

8. Pitter 

m 2 

- 1 

- 3 

- 1 

- 1 

- 2 

totali 12 parson« 

1« Tibro-acouatic apparatus,  completed 

2* tall displacement measuring devices 

3» Kinematic accuracy measuring devices 

4. Geometric accuracy and surface 
rigidity measuring devices 

5. VDP engine lathe 

6. Bench-drilling machine,  dia 10a« 

7. Cathode-ray oscillograph 

8. Solartron AD-557, Cathode-ray 
oscillograph 

9. Solart ron CD-643 Cathode-ray 
oscillograph 

10.Voltage stabilizer 

11.YIB -1 Universal power supply 

12.TY-5 Strain gauge amplifier 

13*6-ohannel paper recording oscil- 

lograph with set of shunts and 

additional re si atora,  frequency 
up to 100HS. 

Brüel-KJABR    (Denmark) 

Hottinger ( PRG ) 

Klingelnberg      (FRG ) 

Taylor-Hobson ( IRG ) 

( wm ) 

MMPeMHMp Wab^ÄS» 

(lDcland) 

(England) 

(England) 

( USSR ) 

( USSR ) 

( Japan ) 
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1*. ttü.gor-5M portable    universal (âwtsia) 
aeaauring device 

I?.    II - shaped compression dynamo- 
metera for 250, 500,   100 kg loads. 

16. Ring-type  traction dynamometers 
for 250,   500,  100Jcg loads. 

17. 25OO and 5000 kg calibrating dy- 
namometer. 

18. Dial scales up to 5kg. 

19« Post scales up to 50kg. 

20. Technical balance up  to 1kg. 

21. Inertia-type dynamometer (with an 
indicator) for measuring cutting 
force s. 

22. Seconds counter. 

23. Prophilometer (surface finish tester) 

24. Poldi hardness tester. 

25. Hydraulic or screw press for calibrating 
meters. 

26. x6 and xlb magnifiers 

27. 5|10 and 20kw Prony brakes. 

28. Band brake. 

29. 15°C and 250°C   laboratory thermometer« 

30. Indicators with stands,   0.01mm    graduations. 

31. Frame level with 0.02mm graduation. 

32. Special angle gauge for cutting tools. 

33» Reference plate. 

34. Centre gauge. 

35. Block gauges. 

36. Thread gauges. 

37. Peelers. 

J 
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38. Set of angle gauges. 

39« Set of templet rules 

40. Vernier-height gauye, with 0.02mm graduation. 

41. 350am   calliper,  with 0.05mm graduation. 

42. 150mm calliper with 0.02mm graduation. 

43. Micrometer for diameters up to 100mm. 

44. Universal milling    machine 

45. Universal lathe. 

A group of engineers dealing with types, unification and 

specialization of machines works out together   with plants and 

the design office  the   types of machines    to be put into production 

during a year or longer period of    time.   They also determine mo- 

dels which are to be  taken off the production because of their 

obsolescence or for    some  other reasons as well as those  to be 

modified. 

This group elaborates    recommendations on the development 

of machine tool production and the establishment of more  rational 

specialization. 

A group of engineers which is    engaged in calculating ma- 

chines develops instructions on calculations of widely used parts 

of machines, makes more  complicated    calculations of machine 

parts.     A group of copyists copies the  drawings, made by    design 

engineers of all groups  of machines.     The  scientific engineering 

centre should have a group on standardization «id normalization, 

consisting at least of 5 persors. 

This group studies and makes up materials on normals, stan- 

dards and various instructions concerning normalization, in par- 

ticular, normals on    making machine tool drawings (dimensions of 
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drawings, rules for making drawings etc.)» normals on basic tech- 

alcal standards ( gauge diameters, threads, tapéis, goar modules, 

spline joints etc.). This group also prepares proposals on or- 

ganization of centralized production of individual normals for 

general application in the production of machines. This group 

works out new normals and normalized units and renders assistance 

to machine-building plants in carrying out normalization. 

In view of complex development of machine tool production 

and organization of more improved technology in production of 

machine tools it is advisable to establish a technical department, 

consisting of 45-^0 persons approximately. 

This department should generalize the latest experience on 

technology of machine-tool production, work out technological 

processes, and take part in designing various fixtures, tooling 

and machines. 

The technical department should have the following laborato- 

ries t 

1. technological laboratory; 

2. measuring 

3« material mechanical test 

4. protection coat - 

5« chemical 

6. metallographio 

7« heat-treatment 

Works on investigation of technological processes in ma- 

chining special materials, new designs of cutting tools, spe- 

cial set-up as well as works on specifying optimal cutting con- 

ditions should be concentrated in the technological laboratory. 

Uni^fe»,-*; , , 
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In addition,  this laboratory can work out technological processes, 

using new machining methods ( plastic deformation,   electrophysi- 

cal and electrochemical methods,   generating,  vibration machining). 

Various types of cutting coolants are  tested depending on 

technological  operations  (  turning,  planing,  milling,   tapping 

etc.) and materials to be machined. 

The measuring laboratory is intended for inspection of the 

most important parts of machines  (spindles,  gears,   index gear 

pairs etc.)  after they have been produced,  as well as for the 

organization of inspection service  in experimental shops.    It 

also works out measuring tooling for in-process control of work- 

pieces. The material test laboratory is designed for testing va- 

rious materials with the    purpose  of proper selecting    sections 

of parts used in machines.  This especially important in producing 

new parts from other materials instead of those being    worn out. 

The protection coat laboratory works out technological processes 

on protecting parts from corrosion depending on different operat- 

ing conditions.     Metallographie  and chemical laboratories are 

intended for investigating material structure of the parts of im- 

ported machines,  which failed to operate because  of breakage, 

with the purpose  of changing these materials for that available 

in the country.   In addition,   these  laboratories should select ma- 

terials for the production of new machines as well as substitute 

scarce materials for plastics in machine-tool industry. They also 

can analyse and determine fields of application of various oils 

and fluids. 

The he at-treatment laboratory is designed for strengthening 

bearing surfaces of parts with the purpose of increasing their 

service life.   It works out new methods of strengthening materials 

by means of heat treatment,    depending on chemical structure of 
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»atwrial and working conditions. 

The model structure and equipment of the technical department 

laboratories. 

TECHNOLOGICAL LABORATORY 

STRUCTURE 

1. Chief 

2* Senior research engineer 

3« Research production engineer 

4. Senior technician 

5. Machine operators and fitters 

- 1 

- 1 

- 1 

- 3 

totali 7 persons 

EQUIPMENT 

1. VDF engine lathe (    FRG    ) 

2. Superuniversal milling machine (Japan    ) 

3. R.Blohm Universal grinding machine      (    FRG    ) 

4. Bench-drilling machine,dia.10mm 

5» Double-ended grinder 

6. n-shaped compression dynamometers 
for 50,  100,   200,  500,  1000,  2500, 
5000,  10 000,   20 000kg loads, type AM ( USSR    ) 

7. Ring-type traction dynamometers for    ( USSR    ) 
100,  200,  500,   2500,  1000kg loads, 
type /Ç1 

8. 500 and 5000kg calibrating dynamo- 
meters, type AC ( USSR ) 

9. Technical balance with weights up to 1kg 

10. JC-1 speed counter ( USSR ) 

11. jp-1 speed pick-up ( USSR ) 

1pc 

1pc 

1pc 

1pc 

1pc 

9pc» 

5poi 

1pc 

1pc 

1pc 
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12. seconda countar                                     (Switstrla&d) - 4poi 

15. x 4,  7f 10,  20 magnifiers -  4pCB. 

14. 150o and 250°C copper-constantan 
thermocouples - 4pCB 

15. K-50 Power meter,  completed                ( USSR      ) - 1aet 

16. Unigor - 3M portable universal 
tester,  completed - Jpca 

17. Laboratory autotransformer,  10amp. - 3pcs 

18. Wire-strain gauges, basest   20mm - 200pcs 
10mm - 100pc8 

5mm - 100pca 

19. H-377 recording wattmeter                    ( USSR      ) - 1pc 

20. Cutting force measuring instrument - 1pc 

21. Vibróme ter,  type    TCP - 101                   ( USSR    ) - 1po 

22. Test indicator with 0.002mm 
graduation. - 1pc 

23. Test dial indicators with 0.01, 
0.002, 0.001mm    graduations - 3pci 

24. Measuring support for dial indi- 
cators with 0.01mm graduation - 1p© 

25. Measuring support for dial indi- 
cators with 0.001mm graduation - 1pc 

26. ID- type frame level with 0.02mm 
graduation.                                              ( USSR      ) - 1pc 

27. H- type external and interior 
angle protractor. - 1pc 

28. "O" accuracy grade surface  plate - 1pc 

29. Workpiece run-out measuring instru- 
ment,  type ÜB- 500                                 ( USSR      ) - 1pc 

30. Calliper with 0.05mm graduation 
and 0 to 160mm m^ncn-ring limits. « Spot« 
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31. Micron»tors for measuring smooth 

surfaces with 0.01mm graduation 

and 0 to 25, 25 to 50, 50 to 75, 

75 to 100mm measuring limite 

32. High accuracy inside callipers with 
1+2^ graduation. 

33. Metallic measuring rulers, 0 to 1000M 

34. Bench vices 

35. Set of fitter's tools 

36. Electric drill 

- «pos 

- 2pos 

- 3pcs 

- 3pca 

- 3stts 

- 1pc 

1. Chisf 

2. Senior engineer 

3* Engineer 

4. Inspectors 

Structure 

- 1 

- 1 

- 1 

- 3 

totali 6 person« 

Equipaient 

I. flfajPA and Roufihn*«^ T-cftitri 

1. Interferometer microscopa 

2. Taljrsurf-4 Proiilograph- 
profilometer 

3. Surtonic Shop-proiilometer 

*. Talylin-5 Straightness tester 

5. Dual Microscope 

C.l. Johansons 

Jtaak Taylor Hob- 

son 

Hank Taylor Hob- 

son. 

C. Zeiaa 

(Sweden ) 

(England) 

(England) 

(England) 

(  aw ) 
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6. TaUyrood-51 Roundneas tester 

7. TalPvel Electronic level 

3. Babbit levels 

Rank Taylor 
Hobson 

C.Zeiaa 

Oakland) 

(England) 

(  am  ) 

1. Pitch taster 

2. Involute meter 

3. Set of laid-on gauge a 

O.Seles (    ODS    ) 

C.Zeiaa (    QDR    ) 

HáAG (Switaerland) 

111• Plananeaa 

1. Sat of flat glass plates 

2. Straight edge 

3« Surface plates 

4. Reference and lay-out pri 

B-XUtf» 
C.Zeiss ( OUR ) 

C.Zeiss ( QDR ) 

Microflat ( USA ) 

C.Zeiss < QDR ) 

HT* Thread gauges 

1. Screw pitch gauge 

2. Set of thread micrometers 

3» Set of inserts for metric, 
inch and trapezoidal threads 

4. Sets of wire and roller gauges 

Í?. Thread gauges 

Coventry garaje (ln«l and) 

C.Zeiss (   01»   ) 

C.Zaiaa (    QD8   ) 

C.Zeiaa (    ÖDR    ) 

C.Zeiss (    QUI    ) 



t» aumwati «ti •rntiion.M fM wttag 
aeaeurin* dfTJct, 

1# Micrometer tester Citi*« 

2. Dial-indicator tester Cíelas 

3» Levels Tester Rank Hilger 
Watts 

( GDR ) 

( GDR ) 

(fingi and) 

1. Univeraal microscopa 

2« Tool Microscope 

3. Vertical optical indicator 

*• Universal horisontal comparator 

with accessories 

5» Measuring machine 

6. Projector 

7. Optical indexing h«ad 

8. Autocollimator 

9. Theodolite 

10.Optical quadrant 

11•Microtelescope 

12.Telescope with collimato* 

13.Set of slip gauges 

H-.Accessories for slip gauge a 

15.Set of optical spring-typ« 
measuring heads 

16.Set of spring-type head* 

17.Set of teat iadioator« 

C.Zeiss 
Opton 
— M — 

_    M    _ 

C.Zeiss 

0.Zeiss 

SIP 

F.Leitz 

Rank Hilger 
Watts 

C.Zeiss 

Rank Hilger 
Watts 

Rank Taylor 

Hobson 

C.Zeiss 

C.Zeiss 

Johansson 

Johansson 

C.Salas 

Cary 
C.Zeiaa 

( am   ) 
( ma   ) 

( GDR ) 

( GDR ) 

(Switzerland) 

( FRG ) 

(England) 

( GDR ) 

(England) 

(England) 

( GDR ) 

( GDR ) 

( Sweden) 

( Sweden) 

( GDR ) 

(Switzerland) 
- M - »t _ 

( GDR ) 
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•                   IO. Oêv or dial indicators C.Seise (   ai»   ) 
I            19. Sat of teat indicators C.Zeiss (    QDR    ) 
1              20. Set of indicator accessories C.Zeiss (    QDR    ) 

21. Set of supporta C.Zeiss (    GDR    ) 

22. Set of stands C.Zeiss (     GDR    ) 

23. Set of radius gauges C.Zeiss (    QDR    ) 
24. Magnifiers of various 

magnification C.Zeiss (    QDR    ) 

25. Set of callipers C.Zeiss (    GDR    ) 
TSBA. (Switzerland) 

26. Depth gauge C.ZeidS (    GDR    ) 

27. Height gauge C.Zeiss (    GDR    ) 

28. Set of micrometers C.Zeiss (     GDR    ) 
TESA (Switzerland) 

29. Micrometer height gauge Coventry gauge(England) 
Mitutoyo Mfg 
Co. 

(  Japan ) 

50. Set of inside micrometer C.Zeiss (    GDR    ) 
gauges TESA (Switzerland) 

31. Set of inside dial gauges C.Zeiss (    GDR    ) 

32. Set of optical inside gauges Technica (Switzerland) 

33. Electronic variable iaductors TESA (Switzerland) 

1.  Chief - 1 

2. Senior engineer - 1 

3. Senior technician - 2 

4. Technician . 2 

5. Mechanician 

«•tali 7 



Ifflijp—nt 

1t loriioatal aatallographic 
tool microscope 

2t Vertical metallographic 
tool microscope 

5* Material Mierohardaess    Tastar 

*. Universal metallographic 
microscope 

5. Surface quality tastar 

é. Stereoscopic microscope 

7. Vertical optimeter 

Ô. Marte rial wear testing machina 

9. KT-2 Lubricant tester 

10.Uni versal material wear testing 
machine with 30t Load 

11.Uni versal material tensile 
tasting machine with 5t load 

12.MB - M material wear tester 
under reciprocating motion 
conditions 

13.Engine lathe 

14.Bench drilling machine 

15.Bench vice 

16.Set of fitter's tools 

Op toa 

C.laiaa 

< 

) 

) 

(    CU»    ) 

Opton ( IRQ ) 

C.Zeiss ( GBR ) 

Opton ( PRG ) 

HUB ( GDR ) 

Shopper ( GDI ) 

Shopper ( 0DR ) 

( USSR ) 

grotection Coat Labor^9rT 

Structura 

1. Chief 

2. Engineer 

3» Senior technician 

4. Laboratory assistant 

- 1 

- 1 

- 2 

- 2 

tot*ii g parson« 
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•utAflunnUut 

1» M-3 PtndUlum-type coat hardness tester 

'¿» Elasticity  scale for enamel and ground 
coats. 

3«  Y-1  coat impact strength tester 

4.  B¿-4 Funnels for testing visco- 
sity of enamel and ground coats 

5»  B)-1  Funnels for testing putty 
viscosity 

6. Dyeing chamber (laboratory typa) 

7. EPY--1    Dye-sprayer 

8. Oil-water-separator 

9«  Thermostats 

10.T-2 Hydrostat 

11.BH4   Balance with a Mt of weight« 

12.T-1 Analytic balano« with a sat of 
weights. 

1^.Eleetrie stoves with covered spiral 

14.Draught hoods 

15.Chemical heatproof porcelain and 

glassware, including measurintglaaswaz» 

16.Rubber gloves 

I?.Pincers. 

( oasi ) 

( usait ) 

1po ( UBBH ) 

1pc ( 'JSÜR-) 

1pc ( usas ) 

5po« 

2poa 

gfejBJcftl Research Laboratory 

Structure 

1. Chief of Laboratory 

2. Senior engineer 

5. Engineer 

1 

1 

a 
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•>. Senior technician 

5. Laboratory assistant 

. 2 

- 2 

totali 8 persona 

louinaent 

$t fW-1 Qaa analyser 

i. i-IOOO +1200ÄC Muffle furnaces 

3*  D-1 distiller 

4. #9K—M photocolorimeter 

5» Drying chamber,  up to +150*C 

6.  Ü-1  analytic  balance with a set 
of weights up to 1kg 

7«  f-1  analytic damped balance with 
a set of weights up to 200g 

8. Slectric  stoves with covered 
spiral,   including water bath,   sand bata 

9» Domestic  refrigerator 

10.011 viscosimeter 

11.Thermostats 

12. «lttï-1 acid content potentiaaata* 

13.C-2 thermomoisture chamber (Hydro- 
s tat) 

14. ITU -1  galvanometer 

15.Mr -1A3   non-magnetic coat thicknese 
gauge 

16.ITU -ai non-magnetic coat thickness 
gauge 

17. 8TY-2 thickness gauge 

I8.8et of specific-weight areometers (hydro- meters) %«#**«»- 

C mm ) 

( USSR ) 

< USSR ) 

( USES ) 

( USSR ) 

( USSR 

( USSR 

( usas 

( USSR 

( USSR 
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19* Btaraoscopic microscopi 0«l«i«« 

20. Ci -11 styloscope / ii^g \ 

21. CI -12 styloscope / {jggR \ 

22. Idi-30 spectrograph ( USSR ) 

23. Draught hoods 

24. Titration table 

25. Laboratory  tables 

26. Set of mercury thermometer« 
up to +30° . 1Qpo» 

up to +50° . 10pca 

up to +100« . iOpca 

up to +150° . 10pCS 

27. Retort stands - ßOpca 

28. Chemical heatproof glassware, 
including measuring glassware 

29» Chemical porcelain ware 

30. Pincers 

31. Rubber gloves 

32. Set of x4, x7, rio, x20 magnifies« 

MttallQgraDhic Laboratayy 

1. Chief . <y 

2. Senior engineer -. 1 

3* Technician - 2 

4. Laboratory assist«*« - 1 

totali 5 parson« 
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Equipment 

1. Metallographie microscope 

2. Microhardness tester 

J. WRM hardness tester 

4. Dilatómeter 

5. Stereoscopic microscope 

6. Portable hardness tester for 
quideways,   type ET II.31.101 

C.Zeiss 

Richert 

Shewenar 

C.Zeiss 

7. Hole hardness tester,   type 8J.11, 

83.12,  83.13 

8. Hardness tester for external ge- 
aring involute,   type 84.31.101 

9. Hardness tester for internal ge- 
aring involute,   type 84.31.101 

10.Device for electrolytic polishing   C.Zeiss 

11. Grinding machine for preparing 
metallographie  specimens 

12.Polishing machine for preparing 
metallographic  specimens 

13.Press for pouring metallographic 
specimens 

14.Magnetic flaw detector 

15.Mici"ostructure photographing 
device 

16.Hardness tester 

17.Draught hood 

C.ZtlM 

fleers 

( GDB ) 

(Vienna) 

(Vienna ) 

(Switzer- 
land ) 

(  GDR ) 

(Austria) 

(Austria) 

(Austria) 

(Austria) 

( GDR ) 

( OUR ) 

(England) 

He at-treatment Laboratory 

1. Chief - 1 

2. Engineer 
3. Technician 
4. Laboratory assistant 

* 1 

- 2 
- 2 

totals 6 persona 
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Equipment 

1. Chamber electric stove 

2. Muffle furnaces 

3. Pit electric furnace with 
protective atmosphere and 
a generator 

4. Salt bath 

5. Furnace for chemical and 
heat treatment 

"Brimlk" 

1po 

5po« 

1pc 

1po 

1pc (England) 

6. Potentiometers for tempe- 

rature control 

7. Drying chamber 

8. Arbours for pouring me- 
tallographic specimens 

9* Balance with a set of weights 
up to 1kg 

10,Bench vice 

11.Set of fitter's tools 

- 10pC8 

- 2pcs 

- If required 

- 1pc 

- 1pc 

- 2sets 

#» 

f 
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TI»    scientific and engineering centre for machine-tool in- 

dustry should include a te clinical information department with a 

staff of translators,   technical archives,    blueprinting and pho- 

tographing laboratories and a technical library,   15 persons    in 

number.  This    department is responsible for    filing technical do- 

cumentation,  publishing and distributing the elaborated papers as 

well as for maintaining close  contact with certain organizations 

and compiling bibliography on problems of interest.  It should also 

get published papers,  make  translations from foreign languages, 

blue prints and    photographs,   file documents in the  technical li- 

brary ensuring the normal  functioning therein. 

It is necessary to have  ten skilled fitters for experimental 

works performed in the    laboratories. 

The  scientific and engineering centre must have an experimental 

shop with an area of about 3OOO sq.m. indispensable  for success- 

fully mastering newly developed machine-tool designs,  making stands 

for testing machines,  certain simple instruments,   special tools 

and tooling used for machining parts and units failed to operate. 

This shop incorporates assembly section,   tool making and 

sharpening section,  repair and electromechanical section,  machine- 

tool painting,  packing and quality checking    sections. 

Besides,   it is advisable  to arrange in a separate room the 

production of castings and forging«,a section for welding and 

heat-treating parts and tools with a special department for making 

wooden models. 

The  electrical and    hydraulic    equipment for machine  tools 

to be completed with,  can be supplied at first by    way of coope- 

ration. 
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It is also    advisable    to establish special services for 

these fields of engineering if wider experience is gained. 

The experimental shop should have t>5 or 70 machine-tools of 

various technological groups which require  I50 skilled workers 

for    their operation,   taking into account auxiliary services. 

This equipment is as follows: 
PCB 

Engine lathe, workpiece dia. 250mm iT 

Engine lathe, workpiece dia. 320mm 2 

Engine lathe, workpiece dia. 400mm 4 

Engine lathe, workpiece dia. b^Omm 1 

Engine lathe, workpiece dia. 800 to 1000mm 1 

Single-upright vertical lathe, workpiece dia. 1250am 1 

Universal machine 1 

Drilling machines. 

Bench-type drilling machine, drilled dia, 12mm 1 

Upright-drilling machine, drilled dia. 18mm 1 

Upright-drilling machine, drilled dia. 25mm 2 

Upright-drilling machine, drilled dia. 56mm 2 

Upright-drilling machine, drilled dia. 50mm 1 

Upright-drilling machine, drilled dia. 75mm 1 

Radial-drilling machines, drilled dia. 25mm 1 

Radial-drilling machines, drilled dia. 55mm 1 

Radial-drilling machine,  drilled dia. 50mm 1 

Radial-drilling machine,  drilled dia. 75mm 1. 

Boring machines 

Boring machine, spindle dia. 65mm 1 

Boring machine, spindle dia. 85mm        " 1 
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Boriile «achine, apindl« dia. 8i?mm 

Boring machina, apindl e dia. 110mm 

Boring machine, spindle dia. 125mm 

Boring machine, spindle dia. 160mm 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Jig-boring machina a 

Jig-boring machine, table 630mm x 1100nm 

Jig-boring machine, table 630mm z 900ma 

1 

1 

Grinding Machines 

Universal plain grinding machine,  swing 100mm 1 

Universal plain grinding machine,  swing 200 to 280mm 2 

Universal plain grinding machine,   swing 400 to 560mm 1 

Universal internal-grinding machine,  hole dia 50mm 1 

Universal internal-grinding machine,  hole dia.  100mm 1 

Universal internal-grinding machine,  hole 200 to 400mm 1 

Surface grinding machine,   table 200mm x 630mm 2 

Surface grinding machine,   table 320mm x 800mm or 320mm x 
x 1000mm    1 

Surface grinding machine,   indexing table dia. 400 to 800mm 1 

Tool grinding machine, 

wheel dia. 200mm 1 

wheel dia.  300mm to 600mm 1 

Universal thread grinding machina, 

swing 125mm 1 

swing 200mm to 320mm 1 

Universal tool grinding machinai 

workpiece dia. 250 1 

workpiece dia. 250mm to 400mm i 
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fltig-pyttlnfl Machines 

Universal gear-milling machine, 

milling dia. 125mm, module 1,5mm 1 

milling dia. 200mm, module 4mm 1 

ailling dia. 320mm, module 6mm 1 

milling dia. 500mm, module 8mm 1 

milling dia. 800mm, module 10mm 1 

Gear shaping machine 

gear dia. 200mm, module 4mm 1 

gear dia. 500mm, module 5mm 1 

gear dia. 800mm, module 12mm 2 

Gear shaving machine, 

gear dia. 125mm, module 5mm 1 

gear dia. 320mm, module 6mm 1 

gear dia. 500mm, module 8mm 1 

gear dia. 800mm, module 10mm i 

Spur gear grinding machine, 

workpiece dia. 125mm x 1,5mm 

workpiece dia. 320mm x 4 1 

workpiece dia. 500mm x 6 

workpiece dia. 800mm x 8 

Milling Machines 

Horizontal milling machine, 

table 250mm x 1000mm 1 

table 400mm x 1600mm 1 

Superuniversal milling machine, 

table 200mm x 630mm 1 

table 320mm x 1250mm 1 

table 200mm x 800mm 1 
table 400mm x 1600mm 1 
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•iaf It-upright piano-milling machin«, 

tablât 800mm x 3000mm % 

1000mm i 4000mm 1 

Doubla-upright piano-milling machin«, 

tablet 630mm x 2000mm 1 

falBiM MHrViMfl 

Single-upright planing machina, 

table: 900mm x 3000mm $ 

1120mm x 4000mm 1 

Shaping machine 

ram stroke : 500mm % 

ram stroke 700mm < 

ram stroke: 900mm 1 

gioïtinfl MptChinej 

Slotting machine, 

slotting tool stroke 200mm to 320am 1 

slotting tool stroke 500mm % 

Cuttlng-Off Machines 

Hack sawing machine, 

workplace dia. 250mm 1 

Cutting-off milling machine, 

saw dia. 240mm to 710mm 2. 

A laboratory for testing electric machines should be provided 

for the experimental shop. The main function of the laboratory is 
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to test tit otri cal appara tut« s and motori ustd both for aachlnt- 

tool production and instead of the imported electrical equipment, 

Model Structure of Laboratory for Testina 

Electrical Eauipment 

1. Chief - 1 

2. Senior Engineer - 1 

3. Engineer - 1 

4. Technician - 2 

5- Eleetrotechnician - 1 

total) 6 persona 

1. 1D-527 cathode-ray oscillograph 

2. CD-642 double  oscillograph 

3. Cathode-ray oscillograph 

4. Unigor-jJM universal portable 
meter,  completed 

5. Laboratory auto transformar,  10A 

b. Laboratory autotransfoimer,   2A 

7. Ohmmeter or    Wheatstone Bridge 

8. Capacity meter 

9. KPT low-frequency generator 

10.Radio-frequency oscillator 

11.Mirror galvanometer 

12.Board-mounted d.c. voltmeter, 
0 to 50V 

13»Board-mounted a.c. voltmeter, 
0 to 5OV 

Solartron 

Solartron 

Duscopf 

(Sngland) 

(Sngland) 

(    GDR    ) 

2pca 

2pcs 

2pcs 

Solartron   1pc 

TBSLA 1pc 

10pcB 

1Qpoa 
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14. Board-mounted d.c.  ammeter, 
0 to 15OA 

1$. Beard-mounted a.c.  ammeter, 
0 to 25 A 

16.  Tachometer with a stop watch Jaget 

10pci 

10pcs 

2pcs 
(Swiozer- 

land    ) 

17. Automatic 8-channel paper re- 

corder, up to 10011a,  completed lpc      ( Japan ) 

18. D.c.   ammeter METRA 

19. Voltmeter,  up to 250V METRA 

20. Valve voltmeter MARCONI 

21. M-101  Megohm-meter 

22. Resistance box METRA 

23. Winder 

24. Bench vice 

25. Bench-drilling machine,  dia.10mm 

26. Soldering iron 

27. Tweezers 

28. Scalpels 

29. Insulating screw drivers 

30. Insulating cutting nippers 

31. Rubber gloves tested for breakdown 

32. Electric    drill 

33. Set of fitter's tools 

Such structure of the scientific and engineering centre for 

machine-tool production can be  recommended for the developing 

countries of Asia,  Africa and Latin America,  where the national 

machine-tool industry is planned to be created. 

At first sta^e the scientific and engineering centre should 

number some 2^0 technical and produ, uion workers except those of 

calculating,  distributing and planning groups. 

1pc 

2pcs 

5pcs 

1pc 

1pc 

5pcs 

1pc 

3pc8 

1pc 

10pC8 

10pca 

10pc8 
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The following structure of the governing body for the    scien- 

tific and engineering centre can be recommended. 

1. Manager 

2. Chief engineer 

3. Chief technologist 

4. Chief designer - the head of the design office. 

5. Chiefs of laboratories and groups. 

6. Chiefs of experimental  shops and auxiliary services. 

Chiefs of departments,  groups, laboratories,  sections and 

shops are  subordinate  to  the chief engineer as far as technolo- 

gical questions are concerned. He directs and coordinates their 

activity. 

The recommended structure of the    scientific and engineering 

centre can be used by other branches of mechanical engineering 

and metal-working industry with certain corrections due to speci- 

fic features. 

Modal Structure of the Scientific 

and Engineering Centre for Branches 

of Me tal-working Industry 

For the scientific  and engineering centre  of metal-working 

industry the following subdivisions and problems they should solve 

are recommended. 

1. Nomenclature of equipment to be made in the country and spe- 

cialization of enterprises of the branch        -    5 persons. 

2. Standardization and    normalization -    5 persons. 

3. Investigation of imported machines,   the  designing of new ma- 

chines and   modernization of working equipment and mechanisms, 

carrying out experimental and research work as well as making 
translation from foreign languages - 60-?0 persons. 
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4. Technology of machine production. 

Specialists in cutting tools, metallurgical scianca, metrology, 

plastics and varnish-painting materials should be involved in 

this case. 

5« Use and repair of working machines and equipment      - 15-20 per- 

sons. 

6. Technical information on standards and manuals worked out by 

the scientific and engineering centre as well as on research 

technological and designing works      -    10 persons. 

Thus the total number of specialists empoyed at the   scienti- 

fic and engineering    centre will be as much as 140-150 persons. 

Taking into account the number of the personnel of both the go- 

verning board and auxiliary services the staff of the  scientific 

and engineering centre will total 250 to 300 persons. 

The number oft worker«   of its experimental production base will 

be  as much as 200 to 250 persons;   the metal-working equipment 

amounts to 65-70 units.    The industrial area of the base  is about 

3000 sq.m. Primarily  the base may be  set up at one  of the enter-• 

prises available. 

The above mentioned number of specialists of the  scientific 

and engineering centre  and its production base should be  regarded 

as a proximate one.  Corrections are possible depending on the vo- 

lume of the scientific research work planned. According to the 

specific conditions of the country this number of specialists may 

be more or less. 

When a scientific and engineering centre is to be set up in a cer- 

tain country it is desirable to cooperate with an appropriate re- 

search institute of any economically developed country.  The insti- 

tute should help to work out a specific plan for setting up and 

organisation of a scientific and engineering centre. Such ass i atan- 
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em oan bt   rendered through the   UMIDO. 

The equipment of the experimental production feat* may be th* 

•ame as that of machine-tool production with alight changea in 

certain sections. 

For the developing countries of Asia which are more backward 

aa compared with Latin American countries it      is    advisable to 

set up scientific  and engineering centre a for ti     development of 

the most important branches of tbe    nxt^nnsl   economy,  for example i 

1. Scientific  and engineering oentre  ¿or production of agricultural 

machines and spare parts. 

2« Scientific and engineering centre for developing oil-processing 

equipment. 

3. Scientific and engineering centre for developing textile,  shoe- 

makiug, printing and publishing equipment. 

4. Scientific and engineering centre for   developing electric power 

equipment. 

5. Scientific and engineering centre for developing wood-working 

equipment. 

6. Scientific and engineering centre of developing equipment for 

industrial and housing construction. 

The development of mining,   oil-extracting,  machine-building 

and   metal-working branches of industry ( tube-rolling, carriage 

building, agricultural machines,   radio-sets,  bicycles,  shoe-making 

equipment,  canning industry equipment,   chemical equipment)  is a 

characteristic feature of the developing countries of Africa. 

The development of the  above mentioned branches puts forward 

an idea of the  expedient establishment of scientific and engineering 

centres,  for example: 

1. Scientific and engineering centre for developing heavy-enginee- 

ring industry  (tube-rolling machine», carriages etc.). 
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2. Scientific and engineering centre for developing agricultural 

machine production. 

3. Scientific and engineering centre for developing domestic in- 

dustry . 

4. Scientific and engineering centre for developing chemical and 

shoe-making industries. 

5. Scientific and engineering centre for developing mining industry 

etc. 

With regard to the outlined development of machine-building 

and metal-working industries in the countries of Latin America it 

is advisable to establish scientific and engineering centres on 

the following branches: 

1. Scientific and engineering centre for the production of elec- 

tric power equipment and apparatuses. 

2. Scientific and engineering centre for the production of lifting 

transport equipment. 

3. Scientific and engineering centre for the production of road- 

-building equipment. 

4. Scientific and engineering centre for developing automobile 

and tractor industry. 

5. Scientific and engineering centre for the production of textilt 

equipment. 

6. Scientific and engineering centre for the production of food 

industry equipment. 

7. Scientific and engineering centre for the production of light 

industry equipment. 

8. Scientific and en-ineering centre for the production of pulp 

and paper industry equipment. 

9. Scientific and engineering centre for the production of metal- 

working tools. 
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10. Scientific and engineering centre for the production of press 

and forging equipment. 

Depending on specific features of the  development of various 

branches in a country similar centres may be  organized for other 

branches of industry. 

There is no doubt that scientific and engineering centres 

will face difficulties in qualitative and quantitative selecting 

of staff and equipment.  The proposed recommendations should be  re- 

garded according to specific conditions and economic problems 

which may occur during different periods of time. 

Recommendations for Countries of Grout» ? 

This group includes developing countries where machine-buil- 

ding and    metal-working industries do not exist while imported ma- 

chines and equipment available are kept due vo repairs carried out 

by suppliers. 

The  third group of countries has no national engineers and 

workers of their own familiar with designing,  technology, produc- 

tion and operation of machines. 

The setting up of training centres with machine repair shops 

may be recommended for this group of countries. 

Tasks of Training Centres and Machine 

Repair    Shops 

The main task of the centx. to provide the training of 

national specialists in mastering the rules of service and repair 

technique for imported machines.  In these  centres it is advisable 

to envisage separate  -     divisions,  which should study the nomen- 

clature  of imported machines and work out repair techniques. 
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Por the training of national skilled workers it is advisable 

to employ specialists of the country responsible  for the machines 

to be imported.  ïhe mechanical engineering in the countries of 

this group should have  a united centre with subdivisions on its 

most important branches. 

It is advisable for the training centre to have a machine re- 

pair shop with a complete set of equipment capable of manufacturing 

spare parts and individual units used for repairing machines and 

equipment by its own efforts. 

For the  complex solution of problems on repairing machines 

and equipment it is advisable to set up casting,  forging and weld- 

ing sections  at    the machine repair shops. 

The training centre  should necessarily be engaged in setting 

up a production    base for manufacturing metal-working tools and 

fixing devices (bolts,  nuts,  screws etc.)  and effecting the  coope- 

ration of separate    branches as well as the exchange of informa- 

tion on problems of economics and techniques    and creating a me- 

tallurgical base in the  country. 

As far as the developx-ig countries of group 3 are  concerned 

the problem of the most rational use  of repair shops or plants, 

wood-working enterprises and other    mechanical  shops available 

should be  considered at the first stage.    The centralization of 

repair shops or plants could be the most important condition in- 

dispensable  for metal-working industry. Such measures will assist 

in acquiring    experience,   teaching and training    of skilled    work- 

ers and designers,   capable of creating their own machines.   It is 

advisable  to follow the practice  of licence purchasing for pro- 

ducing machine tools abroad as well as to invite firms for rende- 

ring assistance in creating national engineering industry. 

Ml 
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Model Structure «+ ft Tral*?^* Chatre 

The following model structure of a training centre with a 

machine repair shop may be recommended. 

A group of consultants for    «aching the rules of servicing 

the imported machines and    equipment depending on their application 

- up to 10 persons. 

A methodical group providing visual aids for training 

- up to 5 persons. 

A group providing the production of spare parts and units 

and working out maintenance technology 

- up to 5 persons. 

A group of designers and technologists preparing drawings for 

machine-tool spars parts and units 

- 5 persons. 

A group    for perspectively developing separate branches of 

industry important for the country 

-5 + 5 persons. 

The number of specialists of the training centre will be as 

much as 50-60 persons and with the number of the personnel of 

both the  governing board and auxiliary services included it will 

be 80-90 persons. 

The production base  of the machine repair shop with its sub- 

divisions will have  an area 2 000sq.m.,  its equipment numbering 

50 or 70 units and the staff - 100 or 120 persons. 

More  detailed structure may be worked out and recommended for 

this or that country,  taking into account the reel state of tech- 

niques in separate branches. 

A group of consultants is headed by a specialist from a deve- 

loping country or by a specialist from an economically developed 

country.  The  task of this group is to acquaint national specialists 

^m 
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with the designs of machine-tools, operating instructkms (main- 

tenance, starting, speed control, filling-in, repair) and other 

specific features of the machine or assembly. 

The methodical group is headed by an institute competent in 

the design and performance of machine-tools. The  group works out 

recommendations,  prepares visual aids and curriculum for training 

consultants,  directs the teaching and imparts practical skill to 

the national specialists for effectively mastering techniques. The 

group providing the production of spare parts and    units and work- 

ing out maintenance technique;:,  is headed by a specialist familiar 

with operating instructions ani designs of machine-tools.  This 

group makes proposals on repairing most rapidly worn out units or 

parts,  works out repair technology,   carries out preventive mainte- 

nance   (permanent and thorough)  and is responsible  for performing 

repair and keeping macnines in good condition  . 

The group of designers and technologists is    headed by an    en- 

gineer competent in machine designs and production technology. This 

group works out the designs of rapidly worn-out units or parts and 

technological procedure  of manufacturing spare parts and units.The 

group for perspective development of national branches is headed 

by a specialist of the  country.  This group studies economic features, 

plans  the production of machines,   sets up new    enterprises,  builds 

up capacities,  finds the cheapest ways and forms of cooperation and 

exchanges information within its own country and with others. 

Model  structure of the  training centre and machine repair shop 

comprises the services    mentioned above. This centre  is headed by a 

manager and a deputy    manager,   the  latter being a chief engineer. 

In addition,   it is advisable  to have    chiefs of the planning depart- 

ment,  workshops and other auxiliary services who are subordinate to 

•••EMM 
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the manager of the centre or his deputy. 

The nomenclature of technological equipment for the machine 

repair shop may be the same as for the experimental shops at the 

scientific and engineering centre of machinetool building. 

/ 
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